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HELLO!
It is hard to put into words how
grateful we are for the generous
and selfless decision you are
making! We recognize this must not
be an easy decision but thank you
from the bottom of our hearts for
loving your baby and making this
difficult choice! You have our total
respect and support throughout
this process, and if it is your wish,
we are hoping to plan your child’s
future together.

Our Story
We met 10 years ago through a mutual friend, and got
engaged on the London Eye in England, where Ammar grew
up. We were married surrounded by our family and friends from
all over the world, literally! We love to spend time with family
and friends, traveling, experiencing different places, foods, and
cultures - all things we hope to share with a child!

OUR PLAYFUL LOVING AND FUNNY DOG LONDON

Our hearts are so ready and open to love a child! We have
always had a picture of how we wanted our family to look and
adoption has always been a part of that vision. After struggling
with infertility, this was a beautiful next step for us! We are
thankful and grateful for this opportunity!

CALL OR TEXT STEPHIE: 952-201-7652, EMAIL: STEPHIEAMMARADOPT@GMAIL.COM

Our
Promise

Your baby will grow up in a loving, supportive, and laughter-filled home
We will educate and show them the wonderful things the world has to offer
We will always provide safety- offering trust, consistency, and comfort!
We will always have respectful, open, and honest communication with you and your baby

ABOUT STEPHIE, by Ammar
Stephie is genuinely the most caring and loving person.
She is smart, motivational, supportive, thoughtful and kind always putting others before herself. She loves spending time
with family, outdoor activities, golfing, playing games and
completing complicated puzzles.
She works as a children’s nurse, which comes so naturally to her.
Seeing her with children brightens anyone’s day - the laughs can
be heard a mile away! She is made to be a mom!

ABOUT AMMAR, from Stephie
Ammar is an amazing man, husband, brother and friend. He is
incredibly genuine, witty and open minded. With ambition and
intelligence, he is also so funny and goofy, making me laugh
all the time!
As a doctor, he has dedicated his life to helping others and is
amazing at his profession! He enjoys working in the yard, golfing,
grilling, and spending time with family. Ammar loves hard and
unconditionally; he is going to be the most amazing dad!

THANK YOU
We are so thankful to you and this difficult decision you have chosen! The strength that you hold and the
unconditional love that you have for your child is admirable. We are excited to meet you and get to know your
wishes for your child. Thank you for taking the time to look at our profile and considering us as your adoptive parents!
Forever grateful,

Stephie and Ammar
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